


As they quickly approach their thirtieth birthdays, academic 
physicist Siobhan and her photographer boyfriend Sean realize 
they failed to answer key questions about themselves and their 
relationship. Their devotion to each other is further tested when 

Siobhan decides to chase a research opportunity that would move 
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Sean Bernard Sean — Steven Yaffee
Sean is a photographer who has 
been struggling to find himself since 
graduating from college. He’s been 
dating Siobhan for 7 years and is 
about to turn 30. He’s worried that he 
won’t become better as an artist and 
that he won’t fully self-actualize as an 
artist. 

When his old friend DD moves to town 
Sean is shaken out of complacency  
and is challenged to ask himself who 
he wants to become not only as an 
artist, but as a man. 



Siobhan Siobhan — Victoria Kucher

Siobhan is an academic physicist 
who has been selling her talent and 
passion short. After a seven year 
relationship an opportunity presents 
itself during her PhD to apply for a 
post-doc program at CERN and take 
her research to the next level. Siobhan 
asks Sean if he will come with her and 
help prioritize her research and work. 
When she asks him this, she is really 
asking herself if they are the right fit for 
each other going forward...



Cast

Mike - Ish Morris
Frances’ fiancé. Mike is proud of his 
success in the corporate world and 
proud of the money he has amassed. 
Sean and Siobhan tend not to get 
along well with Mike, but Siobhan 
tries her best to support her sister.

Akhila - Amy Jo Johnson
D.D.’s spiritual advisor. D.D. contacts 
Akhila at points of tension and 
confusion in her life. Akhila can be 
unreliable in her own life, but can be 
spot on with her advice and visions. 

Alvin - Andy McQueen
Alvin is finishing his PhD in particle 
physics. He’s been obsessed with 
Siobhan during their entire time 
together in the program. Alvin finds 
the opportunity to give her a push 
and encourage her to apply for the 
post-doc program at CERN.

Hannah - Robby Hoffman
Hannah is a confident girl with a big 
heart who isn’t afraid to love, but is 
afraid to get hurt. Her and D.D. have 
been together for almost 9 months 
and she thinks that D.D. could really 
be the one.

Frances - Alex Paxton-Beesley
Siobhan’s sister. Frances is 
hardworking and driven about her 
career and her life plans, sometimes 
at the expense of other people’s 
feelings. When it comes down 
to it though, she is a loving and 
supportive sister who’s heart is 

D.D. - Risa Stone
D.D. has always lived in the 
moment, something she finds more 
challenging as responsibilities 
begin to set in with age. Passionate 
about her beliefs, even when they 
contradict. D.D. knows that you’re 
supposed to put your life mask on 

Supporting Cast



Production Notes
Space & Time examines how difficult it can 
be to pursue your dreams and let go of an 
important romantic relationship when it is 
time for a major life change. While Sean and 
Siobhan are both passionate about different 
fields —Sean is an artist and Siobhan an 
academic —their goals are going to take 
them in separate directions. They both know 
it is time to take charge of their pursuits, 
even if it means they need to let go of their 
relationship in order to do that.  

The film was shot incrementally over the 
course of about 11 months, allowing each 
season to be fully captured and utilized in 
the story. It takes Sean and Siobhan a year 
to discover who they need to become, and 
shooting over the course of a year meant 
the production team was able to fully benefit 
from changes to the environment, and the 
actors’ physical changes throughout the 
course of that year.

Shot on location in Toronto, Ontario, Space 
& Time draws on the relatable experiences 
of growing up and letting go.  
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